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Between The Lines Radio Newsmagazine Celebrates
30-Year Anniversary with Crisis in
U.S. Journalism Panel Discussion March 24, 2022
The nationally syndicated Between the Lines Radio Newsmagazine program is celebrating 30 years on the
air with a virtual program featuring a panel discussion on "The Crisis in U.S. Journalism and the Future
of Independent Media and Democracy," online Thursday, March 24, 2022 from 8 to 10 p.m. ET.
For three decades, Between the Lines has served as an important alternative to corporate media by
addressing important issues from progressive perspectives rarely heard or marginalized on mainstream
news outlets. The weekly half-hour program, born in 1991 at Bridgeport, CT's WPKN Radio 89.5 FM,
features timely, in-depth progressive analysis from journalists, activists and scholars on a wide range of
political, economic and social topics.
Between The Lines was initially created to probe the causes and conduct of the first Persian Gulf
War. After the conflict ended, the program’s producers continued broadcasting Between The Lines,
but with a broader focus, with the goal of providing a substantive alternative to corporate news
obsessed with violent crime, celebrities and “infotainment.” In presenting interviews connected with
current events, political issues and societal debates, the program serves as a networking resource for
communities fighting for social justice here in the U.S. and around the world.
Between The Lines, produced by an all-volunteer staff of journalists, is featured on more than 70
community radio stations, online networks / aggregators, and podcasts in the U.S. and abroad, and is 100%
funded by listener contributions via the group's tax-exempt, 501(c)(3) nonprofit production company,
Squeaky Wheel Productions.
BTL's 30th anniversary panel discussion, "The Crisis in U.S. Journalism and the Future of Independent
Media and Democracy," features progressive activist and former Ohio State Sen. Nina Turner,
investigative reporter Greg Palast, labor and racial justice activist Bill Fletcher Jr. and youth climate
activist Adrian Huq — moderated by Victor Pickard, professor of media policy and political economy
at the University of Pennsylvania.
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The event also includes brief commentaries from frequent guests, friends and supporters of the show who
discuss the importance of independent media in this very dangerous moment for American democracy.
They include Medea Benjamin co-founder of Code Pink Women for Peace; John Nichols, national affairs
correspondent with The Nation Magazine, Norman Solomon co-founder of RootsAction.org; Phyllis
Bennis of the Institute for Policy Studies; Richard D. Wolff, professor of economics emeritus,
University of Massachusetts & host of "Economic Update;" a music performance by singer
songwriter David Rovics; Pacifica Radio Network's Affiliate Manager Ursula Ruedenberg, WPKN
Station Manager Steve di Costanzo and WERU Station Manager Matt Murphy.
The program will be hosted on Eventbrite.com Thursday, March 24th with a suggested minimum
contribution of $1.00 to register for the event. Net proceeds will be used to offset event expenses and
benefit our independent, tax-exempt production company Squeaky Wheel Productions Inc., which
distributes our program each week. Registration and information about the event can be found at
BTLonline.org.
What journalists and progressive activists are saying about Between The Lines:
John Nichols, Nation Magazine national affairs correspondent: "A quarter century ago, when
Robert W. McChesney and I started writing books about media and democracy, we looked around
the United States for examples of people and institutions that got it right. Sadly, we didn't find that
many. But one of them we discovered was in Connecticut at WPKN where Scott Harris had begun a
newsmagazine show, called Between The Lines. Between The Lines, even then, was an example of
what we thought journalism ought to be about. What we thought radio commentary ought to focus
on."
Phyllis Bennis, director of the New Internationalism Project at the Institute for Policy
Studies: "Scott Harris and Between The Lines are a gift. A gift to people eager for solid
information, a gift to people searching around for something interesting, a gift, most of all to our
progressive movement who so desperately need information that we can all rely on these days.
Information on all the various crises we are facing right now. Inequality is skyrocketing. COVID is
still rampant. Racism is exploding. Xenophobia, Islamophobia and anti-Semitism are all rising - and
the wars, so many wars."
Matt Murphy WERU station manager, Blue Hill, Maine: "We're proud to have this supremely
informative and powerful program in our schedule. We carry BTL because of the excellent
journalism and interviews, but also because it's a source of inspiration for our listeners and
community. It's not just about reporting the news, but also about making connections and becoming
active in the fight for social justice. It's a perfect fit for independent community radio stations like
ours that seek to inform and empower. Independent media, like Between The Lines, is so critical
because it's not about making money, but rather about making a difference. Independent media
shows us that despite the odds, all is not lost and we can connect with others to have a positive
impact."
Steve di Costanzo WPKN station manager, Bridgeport, CT: "For me, shows like Between The
Lines remind me how important their voice really is against a backdrop of mainstream news and a
weakening of investigative journalism."
Medea Benjamin, co-founder of Code Pink Women For Peace: "When you tune into Between
The Lines you get context and complexity on the issues being examined and
discussed. Congratulations to Between The Lines. Thank you so much for the work you've done for
30 years to educate the public and motivate the public to find solutions to the problems that plague
us as a country, and as a world."
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